P-values are being computed for increasingly complicated statistics but lacking evaluations on their quality. Meanwhile, accurate p-values enable significance comparison across batches of hypothesis tests and consequently unified false discover rate (FDR) control. This article discusses two related questions in this setting. First, we propose statistical tests to evaluate the quality of p-value and the cross-batch comparability of any other statistic. Second, we propose a lasso based variable selection statistic, based on when the predictor variable first becomes active, and compute its p-value to achieve unified FDR control across multiple selections. In the end, we apply our tests on covTest, selectiveInference, and our statistic, based on real and null datasets for network inference in normal and high-dimensional settings. Results demonstrate higher p-value quality from our statistic and reveal p-value errors from others hidden before. We implement our statistic as lassopv in R.
Introduction
Multiple hypothesis testing extensively uses p-values for false discovery rate (FDR) control, either in the form of frequentist p-value cutoff [1] [2] [3] , or through the empirical estimation of local FDRs [4, 5] . In order to reach meaningful inference, both FDR control methods require accurate pvalues as well as a null hypothesis that connects to the question. On one hand, most studies face relatively simple statistics, such as Pearson correlation whose p-value is easy to compute exactly and whose null hypothesis is easy to secure. On the other hand, there is a growing interest in more complicated statistics with realworld applications, yet in which those requirements are harder to satisfy, such as the sequential hypothesis testing where a null (or non-null) assertion for a hypothesis is simultaneously applied on its subsequent hypotheses.
For sure, an error-prone p-value would lead to less effective FDR control. For an experiment testing multiple hypotheses, it is most often that the p-value is a monotonic function of its statistic, therefore still leaving the same significance ranking for the hypotheses (or at most creating ties). However, when multiple hypotheses are tested by several different experiments, such as in meta-analysis [6, 7] , different experimental conditions may introduce batch effects into their pvalues. The same applies on other types of batches such as p-values from different variable selection tasks. Therefore, when comparing the significance levels of hypotheses from these different batches, batch-dependent errors in p-value estimation can invert the significance ranking despite individual monotonicity within each batch. As a result, errors in p-values would potentially lead to reduced statistical power in hypothesis testing when compared across multiple batches, thereby becoming more detrimental in addition to the less effective FDR control. In practice, there is also the need for accurate p-values that would allow a single significance measure to achieve an accurate, unified FDR control across multiple batches of hypothesis tests. It is therefore important to evaluate the quality of p-values especially for complicated statistics before drawing any inference. However, existing studies typically evaluated p-values in the simplest visual form -an observed-expected p-value plot for all hypotheses combined [8] .
Section 2 covers the first intention of this paper, addressing this question with novel, quantitative and visual, statistical tests for p-value. We start from the uniform distribution of null p-values, and consider a large number of heterogeneous batches of hypotheses. In order to assess if estimated p-values can provide a unified FDR control across all batches, we propose to measure the linear correlation between the numbers of false positives and false cases, at any given p-value significance threshold. Derived statistics are also proposed subsequently, such as the R 2 goodness of fit, its curve as a function of the proportion of significant cases, and its area under the curve (AUC). We also apply the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test for each batch of hypotheses separately. These tests can also generalize and be applied on any generic statistic, including heavily biased p-value estimates. For these generic statistics, estimating the FDR level is impossible, but these tests can still evaluate whether a unified significance measure can be obtained across multiple batches without the knowledge of FDR.
The second question we face arises from variable selection, which can be regarded as testing the null hypothesis of each predictor variable not being selected. However, variable selection typically aims to select the least number of predictors but explain the most variance from target variable, therefore leading to the interdependency between the hypothesis testing outcomes of the predictors. This creates special difficulty in p-value calculation, especially for more complicated statistics which aim at better selection. Recent interests have arisen in obtaining accurate p-values in variable selection [8] [9] [10] , or its FDR control [11] . Here we share the same interest, but aim at the consequence of accurate p-values -unified FDR control across multiple variable selections, every of which is an individual batch of hypothesis testing.
Lasso regularization of linear regression [12] has been extensively studied and applied in variable selection, especially when sparsity is desired from a large set of correlated variables. Various methods and statistics have been proposed, in which the simplest might just specify a regularization strength and select the active variables with nonzero coefficients. Recent methods and software packages have been devised specifically for p-value estimation or FDR control: covTest applies the covariance test statistic and its p-value to measure the local loss of explained variance when a variable is removed [9] ; selectiveInference performs post-selection inference based on sequential hypothesis testing [8, 10] ; knockoff introduces new variables to mimick the existing correlation structure [13] .
In Section 3, we propose a simple yet different statistic based on the naive assumption that variables that enter the lasso regularization path earlier tend to be more significant, measured by the regularization strength at which the variable becomes active for the first time. The advantage of this non-parametric statistic is its p-value that is easy and accurate to compute under analytical approximation, therefore enabling unified FDR control. We have released the method as the lassopv package in R, also available at https://github.com/lingfeiwang/lassopv.
In Section 4, the two objectives of this paper converge. We perform existing and novel evaluations on the p-values from existing and newly proposed lasso-based statistics. We consider the specific question of edge-pruning of a maximal Bayesian network originated from the inference of a gene regulation network, consisting of 3172 genes in 360 samples from the Geuvadis consortium [14] . Real and random null, normal and high-dimensional datasets are generated and considered based on the full dataset, in order to assess the quality of p-values from these statistics under a variety of conditions.
2 Statistical tests for p-value quality
Single-batch p-value tests
Consider n null p-values, namely p 1 , . . . , p n , each of which is obtained from testing a generically different null hypothesis. In single-batch p-value tests, we do not use any batch information from these p-values. Therefore, they may either come from a single batch of hypothesis tests, or be combined from multiple batches. By definition, exact, null p-values should follow the independent identical standard uniform distribution U (0, 1), i.e.
Therefore, given n computed null p-values, we can empirically evaluate their quality by comparing them against the U (0, 1) distribution in a number of measures:
• Existing studies typically drew the observed-expected p-value plot as a visual clue (e.g. • Linear relation test: With a given p-value significance threshold, we scatter-plotted the number of significant hypotheses of each batch as a function of the number of hypotheses of the same batch. A linear relation would indicate proportional false discoveries across all batches, and therefore guarantee a unified significance measure and FDR control, at least at this significance level. This was repeated at different significance thresholds to visually assess the linear relation.
• Goodness of fit test: Based on the linear relation test, we further performed linear regression to compute the goodness of linear fit in terms of R 2 on each linear relation. By computing R 2 at different significance thresholds, we drew R 2 as a function of the total proportion of significant hypotheses. A higher curve or a larger AUC thus indicates better unified significance measure and higher quality from the p-value. Since in most scenarios the accuracy of small p-values are more desirable to distinguish null and non-null cases, the R 2 values at smaller thresholds and correspondingly partial AUCs were computed. As extra information, we also included the maximum number of significant hypotheses across all batches. For accurate p-values and unified significance measures, the maximum number of significant hypotheses should grow linearly with the number of significant hypotheses. Therefore, it becomes a quality measure for p-value and also an indicator on the distribution of significant p-values. This will be utilized in high-dimensional variable selection in Section 4.3.
Practicalities for above tests
With any generic statistic, including heavily biased p-values, we can still obtain unified FDR control as long as they are unified significance measures, i.e. their (empirical) null distribution remains the same across all batches of hypothesis tests. On such occasions, we can ensure all batches reach (almost) the same FDR, although the FDR level remains unknown. Further knowing the null distribution of the statistic, such as the standard normal distribution for p-value, would enable the estimation of FDR level. Therefore, the above tests can also extend to generic statistics by removing the limitation of standard normal distribution. This disables the histogram test and modifies the KS test on the one-vs-rest basis -the ECDF of every batch is compared against the combined ECDF of all other batches instead -whilst the two cross-batch tests remain unchanged. These adjustments would allow comparison of unified FDR control power between p-values and generic statistics.
Besides, real data usually contain null as well as non-null hypotheses. The above tests only act on null p-values, which therefore we need to single out, for example with known groundtruths. On many occasions, however, groundtruths are unknown and that is the exact reason we perform hypothesis testing. Therefore, practical concerns must be taken to distinguish and remove the non-null hypotheses before proceeding with the statistical tests. The simplest option is to regard all hypotheses as null, if the proportion of non-null hypotheses is known to be very small. Another option is to remove all p-values deemed significant below a certain threshold, such as the conventional 0.05 without accounting for multiple testing, or even lower ones as long as the test statistics remain stable. The uniform distribution to test against should also be scaled accordingly, such as to U (0.05, 1). For generic statistics, the significance threshold can be adjusted to the top/bottom 5%, for example, also if the proportion of non-null hypotheses is known to be small.
The cross-batch tests rely on the approximation from binomial to normal distributions. There is no doubt that more precise tests can be formulated without this approximation, but as we will show in the upcoming sections, the qualities of existing p-values already differed so much that the proposed tests were sufficient. For this reason, this article does not discuss any improvement on these tests.
Variable selection statistic based on the lasso regularization path
Variable selection is testing the null hypothesis of each variable not being selected, and every variable selection task can be regarded as a batch of hypotheses. Whenever we compare the significance of predictor variables from different variable selection tasks, the statistic (or its p-value) needs to be a unified signifcance measure or equivalently, achieve unified FDR control, which can be manifested in the above tests. In this section, we aim to develop a lasso-based statistic, and its p-value, to fulfill this purpose.
Linear regression with lasso
Given n observations of the target variable as y ∈ R n and k predictor variables as X ∈ R n×k , we assume the target and predictors are individually normalized to zero mean, i.e.
We don't normalize the variance of X to allow for different assignments of relative regularization strengths, or that of y for the upcoming part of this paper. The lasso regularization then solves the optimization problem
and predicts y with the estimatorŷ(λ) asŷ
To guarantee uniqueness of the regularization path, we assume the columns of X are in general position [15] . The parameter λ > 0 then decides the strength of regularization. Starting from the limit λ → ∞, allβ i 's are zero, leaving an empty active set of predictors. As we decrease λ gradually, predictors can enter or leave the active set, with the evolution of coefficientsβ(λ) forming the regularization path. The λ values at which a predictor is activated or deactivated are knots. Exact [16] and inexact [17] methods have been proposed to obtain the full regularization path with software packages readily available.
Variable selection with lasso
Consider k predictor variables X ≡ (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x k ) to be selected against the target variable y, under the same setup as Section 3.1. Solving the lasso regression gives the regularization path aŝ β(λ). Define
as the regularization strength at which variable x i becomes active for the first time. Define the variance of x i as
We define the random variable following the null hypothesis of predictor x i as x (0)
i , a vector that started from i.i.d normal distribution with variance σ 2 i for every element, but was then normalized to zero mean. We use superscript (0) for the null hypothesis of predictor x i , where all other predictors remain unchanged. The null hypothesis also leads to a new lasso regularization patĥ β (0) (λ). The test statistic is λ i . The one sided p-value is then defined as the probability of test statistic under the null hypothesis being greater than the nominal value.
The p-value of variable x i then becomes
The first term is the probability that x (0) i is active at λ = λ i , whilst the second is the probability that x (0) i is active at some λ > λ i but inactive at λ = λ i . In lasso regression, predictors can enter and leave the active set multiple times. This leads to a nonzero value for the second term in Eq 8 in general. However, here we make and stick to the approximation of neglecting the second term, with justifications in Remark 1. It should be noted that by neglecting the second term in Eq 8, we would under-estimate the p-values which can lead to visible consequences. Remark 1. Justifications for neglecting the second term in Eq 8:
• Discovery-aimed variable selection focuses on selecting significant predictor variables, which are supposed to have small enough p-values. The second term in Eq 8 grows as more knots are gone through along the regularization path. Significant variables become active earlier, and therefore this approximation incurs much smaller errors on them than in average, especially when the number of genuine predictors is small.
• Although more accurate calculation of p-value without the above approximation can be possible, it is worthwhile to first investigate the performance of the statistic and its p-value estimation in this simple, approximated setting. With real and simulated data, this would help us decide if any more accurate approach is necessary.
In order to disentangle x (0) i from the regularization path, we remove x (0) i from the set of predictors and construct a smaller problem as
The new regularization path is defined asβ (−i) (λ). Define the variance of null variable
Define Cor(·, ·) as the Pearson correlation function, and
as the residue of y and its variance for the smaller problem respectively.
For proof, see appendix.
Proposition 2. For x ∈ R n whose elements follow the i.i.d standard normal distribution, its Pearson correlation with another vector y ∈ R n follows the χ 2 distribution
where σ 2 x is the variance of x. For proof, see appendix.
Therefore we obtain the p-value for every predictor i as
where Q(·, ·) is the regularized gamma function, also one minus the CDF of χ 2 distribution.
Remark 2. In univariate variable selection, the p-value reduces to that of Pearson correlation.
Example applications and comparisons
In this section, we apply multiple lasso-based variable selection methods to estimate a sparse directed acyclic graph (DAG) when a natural ordering of nodes is given, and evaluate those methods with the statistical tests in Section 2. Estimating a sparse DAG or Bayesian network from observational data is an important problem when modelling the signalling pathways or gene regulatory networks of biological systems [18] . When a natural ordering of nodes is given, the problem reduces to a series of individual penalized regressions, where each node is regressed on its predecessors in the node ordering [11, 19] . Because the number of predictors is non-uniform across the different regressions, obtaining uniform variable selection p-values that allow to set a unified significance threshold across all regressions is a challenging problem. We will compare the variable selection statistic and its p-value, as we proposed in Section 3, against existing lasso-based variable selection methods, and demonstrate the non-uniform characteristics of the existing methods that are revealed by our new tests but hidden otherwise.
Data and methods to evaluate
The Geuvadis consortium collected gene expression levels and genotype variations from lymphoblastoid cell lines of 360 European individuals [14] . Although the true natural ordering of genes is, of course, unknown, 3172 of the 23,722 measured genes were found to possess at least one significant expression quantitative trait locus, i.e. a genetic variant in proximity of the gene and associated to variation of its expression across individuals. These genetic variants can be used to causally order pairs of genes using an instrumental variable approach [20] . We inferred the probability of every possible pairwise regulation with Findr [21] , and constructed a greedy, maximal DAG by adding one directed regulation at a time in descending probability order. Edges that were to create a loop were discarded. Expression levels were preprocessed to follow a standard normal distribution by replacing every entry with the inverse function of its ECDF, separately for each gene. The resulting maximal DAG contained 3172 genes and 5,029,206 directed edges, and represented a natural ordering of genes based on the available genetic data. Based on the inferred maximal DAG and expression levels of the 3172 genes, we then performed lasso regression of each gene on its predecessors in the DAG, and evaluated lassopv (our newly proposed method and package), covTest, and selectiveInference (at multiple λ's). The package knockoff was not attempted because it only outputs the set of selected variables at any FDR control level, but not the p-value for any of the variables, which limits and complicates the assessments we can perform.
The following 4 sub-datasets were used:
• The full, real dataset has the complete information of the expression levels and maximal DAG of the 3172 genes from 360 individuals.
• The full, null dataset was constructed based on the full, real dataset, in which every expression level is replaced with a random sample of independent standard normal distribution.
• The reduced, real dataset contains a subset of the genes and a maximal Bayesian subnetwork from the full, real dataset. Genes were ordered by network edge and the top 150 were selected for the 360 individuals, together with their maximal DAG.
• The reduced, null dataset started from the reduced, real dataset, and replaced every expression level with a random sample of independent standard normal distribution.
The reduced and full datasets were aimed to assess method performances in normal and highdimensional settings. Comparisons of method performances for null and real datasets also provide better completeness. For every dataset, we computed the p-values for edge-pruning as follows. We regarded each gene as the target variable and all its potential regulator genes specified in the maximal DAG as predictor variables, thereby carrying out one variable selection per target gene. P-values of all potential regulations could then be obtained with the variable selection method/software. Using tests in Section 2, we then evaluated the quality of p-values from different variable selection methods and different datasets. The actual pruning step requires specifying a p-value threshold, such as through empirical FDR control [4, 5] , which is off the topic of this paper and would not be discussed here.
Evaluation results on reduced datasets
In this section, we present our evaluation results for the variable selection methods on the reduced, low-dimensional datasets. All statistical tests in Section 2 were performed but results of the linear relation test will be omitted. This is because the limited number of predictor variables could not provide an obvious visual comparison. Instead, we will only present its downstream analysis on goodness of fit.
• Histogram test: For every method, we drew its computed p-value histograms on the reduced, null dataset in Figure 1 and on the reduced, real dataset in Figure 2 . Our method lassopv produced uniformly distributed p-values on null data in Figure 1 (a), on top of which an abundance close to zero could be observed for real data in Figure 2 (a). On the other hand, covTest was strongly over-conservative in p-value estimation on both datasets. The performance of selectiveInference depended on the choice of regularization strength: strong regularization lead to over-abundance at small and large p-values on both datasets, whilst weak regularization provided uniformly distributed p-values on both datasets. This was in agreement with Figure 3 and 5 in [8] , which were for logistic regression and Cox models though. The indifference of p-value histograms from selectiveInference on null and real datasets raised the question on selectiveInference's ability to identify true predictors, as well as on the correct choice of λ.
• The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test: Results of the KS test on the reduced null dataset, for lassopv and selectiveInference with different λ's, as well as one-vs-rest KS test for covTest due to its biased p-values, are shown in Figure 3 . Figure 3 (a) exhibited ideal performances from lassopv under the KS test, suggesting null p-values consistently following U (0, 1) distribution. However, selectiveInference did not produce p-values following U (0, 1) distribution, regardless of the choice of λ, or after retreating to one-vs-rest KS test (not shown). Its KS statistics were inflated in general, with some KS p-values as small as 10 −10 . The covTest also failed the one-vs-rest KS test in Figure 3 (b), particularly at small variable counts. The reduced real dataset were then applied in the KS test evaluation. We attempted to recover the (sub)set of null variables by removing the p-values smaller than 0.01. Similarly for covTest, we removed the bottom 1% of its p-values and performed one-vs-rest KS test. Higher thresholds were attempted but lead to no significant difference in the outcomes. The evaluation results on the real dataset in Figure 4 were consistent with those on the null dataset.
• Goodness of fit test: We plotted R 2 and the maximum number of significant predictors as functions of the total proportion of significant hypotheses at different significance thresholds, Figure 3 : For every of the 149 variable selection tasks of the reduced null dataset, we performed the KS test on its p-values against the U (0, 1) distribution. We drew a Manhattan plot for the KS statistic p-value, together with the dashed line as Bonferroni corrected significance level 0.05 for deviation from the designated distribution. This is done separately for lassopv, covTest, and selectiveInference at different λ values. Due to covTest's apparent deviation from uniform distribution in Figure 1(b) , here we performed KS test on one-vs-rest basis instead. Figure 4 : The same KS test was performed on the reduced real dataset as in Figure 3 . Without knowledge of groundtruth, we attempted to recover (a subset of) the null variables by excluding all variables with p-value smaller than 0.01, and compared the remaining p-values with U (0.01, 1). For covTest, the p-values in the bottom 1% were excluded, after which one-vs-rest KS test was performed. Figure 5 and Figure 6 . Partial AUCs were computed within the given x coordinate bounds (column Bound ), and normalized to achieve unit AUC for constant function R 2 = 1. Best performers are shown in bold. for the reduced null dataset in Figure 5 and reduced real dataset in Figure 6 . The total proportion of significant hypotheses is equal to the FPR in the null dataset, and approximates the FPR in the real dataset due to the sparsity nature of gene regulation networks. Full and partial AUCs for R 2 were also computed in Table 1 .
We observed consistent stronger linear relations from lassopv than selectiveInference and covTest, in terms of full and partial AUCs, whilst selectiveInference tended to assign small p-values to variables in several selection tasks in null and real datasets. On real data, existence of the true and the correlated predictors are the partial causes of the declined performances. Note the exception that selectiveInference with λ = 0.001 outperformed other methods in AUC for x ∈ [0, 0.01] in Table 1 and its R 2 spike close to zero in Figure 6 (c). This should not be interpreted as good performance but, on the contrary, is due to its failure in identifying genuine predictors, as already suggested in Figure 2 (c).
To summarize this section, lassopv performed much better than covTest and selectiveInference in the three evaluations on the null and real datasets of low dimension. lassopv performed well in all three tests. covTest failed to yield uniformly distributed null p-values. selectiveInference produced visually uniform overall histograms, but failed the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Neither covTest or selectiveInference achieved satisfying R 2 necessary for the unified FDR control across multiple variable selection tasks. In addition, selectiveInference suffered doubts in the choice of regularization strength and its statistical power to identify genuine predictor variables.
Evaluation results on full datasets
In this section, we present the results and remarks of the same evaluations but on the full highdimensional (null and real) datasets for lassopv and covTest. The lasso regularization path was obtained with default number of knots in lars [16] . The package selectiveInference was attempted but failed critically, requesting 'higher precision' of the regularization path although the lasso regression was completed by lars under the same configuration. Hence we came to the understanding that the package selectiveInference cannot handle high-dimensional datasets of similar sizes.
• Histogram test: In high-dimensional lasso regression computation, the number of variables that ever become active is limited by the numbers of observations/samples and knots. Variables that never enter the active set should always have p-values of 1, which can be the majority depending on the dataset. Therefore, we specifically removed p-values of 1 before producing the histograms for the null and real datasets in Figure 7 . In Figure 7 (a), we observed a significant deviation from uniform distribution by the p-values of lassopv. We believe there were two reasons:
-The dilution of large p-values was mostly due to variables that did not enter the computed regularization path within the given knots, and were therefore discarded. This is a problem solely of the computation of regularization path, shared by all variable selection statistics using lasso, and cannot be solved by lassopv. -The over-abundance of p-values between 0.1 and 0.2 was partly due to the same highdimensional effect, and partly to the approximation in Section 3.2 which under-estimated p-values as we proceeded along the regularization path. This was confirmed by a simulationbased p-value computation, which avoided the approximation and shrank the peak height by half for the real dataset (not shown).
In spite of that, properties of the two reasons ensure histogram distortions be very minor at small p-values, as confirmed in Figure 7 , thus allowing for accurate estimation of p-values and FDRs for high-dimensional, yet sparse variable selection.
On the other hand, covTest remained over-estimating p-values for high-dimensional datasets.
• The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test: In order to minimize high-dimensional effects and approximation errors, and to target the most interested small p-values, we only performed the KS test on the most significant 5% p-values of the null dataset. The bound was modified to Figure 8 : The KS statistic p-values are shown for lassopv and covTest on high-dimensional null and real datasets. Different p-value bounds were applied to focus on small p-values whilst avoiding non-null cases -the most significant 5% for the null dataset and 3% to 5% for the real. In addition, one-vs-rest KS tests were performed for covTest.
between 3% and 5% for the real dataset to remove non-null cases. For covTest, one-vs-rest KS tests were performed to account for its non-uniform p-value distribution. As shown in Figure 8 , KS test results are in agreement with the reduced, low-dimensional setting.
• Linear relation test: The linear relation scatter-plots are shown in Figure 9 for the null dataset. The linear relation between the numbers of predictors and significant predictors, as observed in Figure 9 (a) and Figure 9 (b), confirmed the unified significance measure from lassopv across all variable selection tasks. At high p-value thresholds, the number of significant predictors saturated as expected, leading to the plateau in Figure 9 (c). On the other hand, covTest failed to provide a linear relation or consequently a unified significance measure. On the real, correlated dataset, the linear relation and R 2 were both less significant from lassopv and covTest, due to the introduction of non-null predictors, but lassopv still obtained strong linear relations, with details in the goodness of fit test.
• Goodness of fit test: As shown in Figure 10 and Table 2 , lassopv overperformed covTest on both datasets with stronger linear relations that indicated better unified significance measure. The goodness of fit of lassopv decreased on real data as expected, due to the presence of genuine predictors. Figure 9 : The numbers of predictors and significant predictors are plotted at different p-value significance thresholds for lassopv and covTest on the full null dataset. The significance thresholds were chosen as the first 100-, 20-and 5-quantiles across all selection tasks, or equivalently the most significant 1%, 5%, and 20% p-values. Figure 9 (f) has a straight line because all variables were regarded significant despite the 20% cutoff (as confirmed in Figure 10(c) ). The goodness of fit in terms of R 2 is also shown. In summary, lassopv again demonstrated optimal unified significance measure and FDR control and consequently more accurate p-values in all the tests on high-dimensional datasets, especially at small p-values which are of interest. Still, errors at large p-values were due to lasso itself and therefore unavoidable. Meanwhile, covTest failed to provide a uniform p-value distribution or unified significance measure, as illustrated by the four tests, whilst selectiveInference refused to deal with the high-dimensional datasets.
Discussion
In this article, we considered the practical problem of obtaining a unified significance measure for hypothesis tests in different batches. On one hand, we proposed statistical tests to evaluate the quality of p-value which were also generalized to any statistic as a unified significance measure. This would enable users of the p-value of any statistic to perform extensive evaluations on its quality with current or custom datasets. On the other hand, we proposed a lasso-based statistic for variable selection and computed its p-value. This would provide a discovery-oriented p-value measure for variable selection that allows downstream statistical treatments and is compatible with high-dimensional datasets. The R package, lassopv, which only requires a single computation of the lasso path and permits widespread adoption in practice, is available at https://github.com/lingfeiwang/lassopv.
Nevertheless, the accuracy of statistical inference is a different question from p-value quality. The statistical power of inference depends on many factors, e.g. the noise of data, the model or statistic applied for inference, and the quality of p-value if involved. Therefore, a higher quality of p-value in no means guarantees more accurate inference, and neither does lassopv. The inference power of lassopv's statistic is beyond the scope of this paper and deserves future study.
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